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Central students literally losing a lot
Sale of Civic Center
means loss of parking
By Paul Shafer
Staff Writer
A perpetual problem for Central students is
parking. Next fall, that problem may become
worse.
Most students currently park in the lot adjacent to the unoccupied Civic Auditorium two
blocks south of the front door at GFC, but now
the Office of Urban Development is purchasing the Civic and its parking lot. The sale is
scheduled to be complete later this summer with
construction to begin some time soon thereafter.
The Civic Auditorium has been unoccupied
except for a few years following the 1997 flood.
According to Principal Buck Kasowski, there
is a chance that Central students could be able
to use the Civic parking lot next fall, but after
that it will no longer be available for student
use.
When asked what are some plans for student
parking after the loss of the Civic lot, Kasowski replied,” There are many vacant lots
around Central the school district is considering
purchasing. There’s a possibility of us getting
the top two floors of the parking ramp. We may
also extend the staff parking lot toward DeMers,
which would get teachers parking off the street,
leaving students more spots.”
The Centralian staff conducted an investigation to help find more parking options for
students. We went to various parking areas
surrounding Central and counted the number of
spots, and how long it took to walk to Central.
There were 152 parking spots at the Civic lot,
and 144 of those were occupied on the day that
we conducted our investigation. Students know
that this is the most popular place to park and is
full or close to full on most school days. It also
provides a place for students to park overnight if
they are away on school trips. If they attempt to
park overnight on the streets, they will be tick-

eted. The Centralian staff found that there were
an additional 59 spots along the streets nearby
with most of those being used.
There are 83 spots in the staff parking lot, all
of which were occupied on the day we checked
the lot. One thought was to give the students the
teacher’s parking lot and have the teachers park
in the ramp, but the number of spots needed
didn’t balance out.
“It’s really too bad we’re losing the Civic.”
said sophomore Justin Gerszewski. “It can be
hard enough finding parking spots as it is.”
School officials also have counted the spots
in the area lots. In the city parking ramp just to
the east of Central High School, there 145 parking spots on the top two floors of the parking
ramp that are open to the public with only 64 of
those occupied on the day we checked. Most of
the cars belonged to Central students.
The most startling discovery was the amount
of open space on the second and third floor of
the parking ramp. The Centralian staff found
that throughout the parking ramp, there were
170 two hour parking spots, with only 12 being
used. Those numbers was consistent in follow-

up surveys. There just simply isn’t a need for
that much short term parking downtown at this
point. There are also several reserved spots in
the parking ramp that are rarely used.
As far as time goes, we found that it took an
average of 2 minutes and 6 seconds to walk to
school from the top floor of the parking ramp
(either taking the elevator or stairs), as opposed
to the 3 minutes and 40 seconds to walk from
the Civic parking lot.
So why aren’t more Central students parking
in the ramp if it takes half the time to walk to
school? One reason that often comes up is the
general belief that the parking ramp has more
reckless drivers. Students walking to Central
often see and hear students driving up the ramp
too quickly, taking tight corners, gunning their
engines and blowing out their mufflers. If more
students are asked to park in the ramp next fall,
it will likely need to come with added school
security monitoring the students for reckless
driving. However, unlike the Civic lot, the ramp
does have security cameras that can help catch
those who might hit-and-run or cause other
problems in the ramp and the result will likely
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The regurlarily full Civic Auditorium parking lot will soon not be a parking option for Central students. (photo by Natasha Stadstad)

be tickets and fines. The levels in the ramp
below the top also provide more protection from
the weather.
With the loss of the Civic lot, the parking
ramp seems like the obvious choice, but it
will come with a cost. In order for the school
to buy more space in the ramp, they will now
be charged a fee of $10 per space each month,
which could cost the school district around
$17,000 to $20,000 each year.
Greg Hoover of the Office of Urban Development is working with the school district on
solutions to the parking situation. “The City has
been losing money each year, about $60,000 on
building maintenance, and nearly $10,000 in
parking revenue because the lot was leased at
no cost to the School District, and an unknown
amount of property tax because the building
and parking lot are public property and are not
taxed.”
He also commented,” We are aware of the
project’s impact on the students who park in
the Civic lot. We have been discussing parking
options with school district and high school
administrators.”
One of the other options that was looked
at was the parking lot below the dike, but this
presented several problems; it is a four to five
minute walk from Central, it has congested
access to DeMers Avenue and the area often
floods in the spring. More spots may be created
if the city demolishes some vacated homes in
the area.
The school district also plans to expand the
current teacher lot into the grassy knoll area to
create more spaces and widen the lines within
the lot, which are currently quite compact. A
few students, using their parent’s teacher lot
pass, are also currently parking in the teacher
lot.
There is still a great deal of unknown when it
comes to the future parking situation for Central
students, but what is known is that change is
coming.
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20 Below
dance much
better than our
school dances
By Samii Walker
Staff Writer
The April Fool’s 20 Below Dance
seemed like a success. The dance was
put on by XL93 on April 1st at the
Purpur Arena from 9-midnight.
Not having any other dance clubs to
go to, 20 Below seems to be a hit every
year.
“I would love to have more of these
dances. It’s a time to let loose and be
yourself.” said Jade Bailly-Dale.
At the dance, there seemed to be a
lot of positive things said about it, such
as: “ There was a place to put all your
stuff so you didn’t have to carry it.”
said Mckenzie Thiery.
Sophomore Andrew Leacraft also
was impressed with the music selection.
Some of the songs people liked were;
Down, Bedrock, Low, and Don’t Stop
the Music.
There were also some things they
could improve on such as: “That ridiculous line!” said Thiery.
Or “How everyone thinks that the
dance is the PERFECT place to have a
fight and cause drama when others just
want to have fun.” Bailly-Dale said.
My opinion on the dance is that it
was fun! I had a great time dancing and
being with my friends. They played
good music, and let everyone dance the
way they wanted to, which you can’t
do at school dances. The thing I didn’t
like was the crowd of people outside.
People push and shove their way in,
and a lot of people go in hurt. I think
they should have a couple doors open,
or have a big door open with 3 people
letting people in.
All in all it was a GREAT dance, and
there should DEFINETLY be more of
them in the future!
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Bullying leads to teen’s death
By Tia Heffernan
Staff Writer
When we hear the word bullying what
do we think? We think of people being
pushed in the school halls and made fun
of because of the clothes we wear, or the
way they wear our hair. Now its gotten so
bad that students are now harming them
selves. A 15-year-old girl named Phoebe
Prince from Massachusetts had gotten bullied to the point where she had committed
suicide and now 9 students are getting
charged with bullying her in the school
halls. At first theses students called her
names like “slut” and many other hurtful
names. But as the school year progressed
on things only started to get worse. The
students started pushing her and punching her in the school halls. They made her
drop her books. Yes, this may not sound as
bad as you think but this went on for the
whole school year. The saying “sticks and
stones may break my bones but words will
never hurt me.” Does that saying really
means what it says. The last things those
student did to push this 15 year old girl to
the limit was, she was walking home from
school and they drove by and threw a cup
of pop at her and called her and “Irish
whore” and drove away. She got home
and hung herself in the stairway leading to
the second floor of her parent’s apartment.

Fifteen-year-old
Phoebe Prince
of Massachusetts.

(Image source: http://www.foxnews.com/opinion/2010/04/06/drdale-archer-phoebe-prince-south-hadley-mass-bullying-death-da/)

Bullying is way more then just teasing.
Some bullies just tease and then others
use violence. Bullying is always hurtful
whether it is emotional, mental, or physical. Bullying is not a normal part of growing up. Getting teased, picked on, pushed
around, threatened, harassed, insulted,
hurt and abused is not normal. Those who

think bullying is normal are less likely to
say or do anything about it, which gives
bullies the green light to keep bullying.
People think that if you just ignore the
bully they will leave you alone. But that
isn’t true; the bully will just make it worse
for you. Telling a teacher isn’t tattling if
someone is being bullied. Telling someone may be the smartest thing to do in a
situation like this. And in this situation
the teacher or adult should do something,
something Phoebe Prince never got.
I have been bullied in my life and
it’s not a fun thing to go through especially when someone doesn’t do anything
about it. Bullying is starting younger and
younger. Even kindergarteners are getting
bullied. Bullying is everywhere elementary, middle, and high school. No matter
where you are there is always some kind
of bullying. Between girls and boys. The
term “Mean Girls” means what it says.
Girls actually are more known than guys
forbullying other people.

Cool Things About
Journalism Class
Mr. Berglund never gets upset when
don’t we meet a deadline.
We go to the bathroom in groups
just in case the toilet paper runs out.
Mr. Berglund loves it when you play
games or surf the internet instead of
working on our assignments.
Jasmine is never sarcastic.
Samy always has ideas for stories.
.
We get to scan hundreds of senior
photos in a week because seniors
wait until the last minute to turn
them in.
Juli gets to write about duckies, bunnies and rainbows.
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Homelessness hits home
Local shelter provides assistant
By Lauren Rix and Jordyn Matich
Staff Writers
Imagine it being negative degree weather,
and you are on the streets. No jacket, no
gloves, no food, and barely any shelter.
Millions of people deal with homelessness
every day. According to change.org, almost
fifty percent of homeless people are kids.
According to Policy of Almanac Issues, forty
four percent of homeless adults have jobs,
but they don’t pay enough for them to live in
a home. One doesn’t have to look any farther
than a couple blocks to the east of Central
High School where the Northland Rescue
Mission Homeless Shelter houses hundreds
of people. The Northland Rescue Mission
Shelter is always open 24 hours a day, 365
days a year, helping people who need it. This
is a great place to volunteer at and a good way
to see another side of life, where you don’t
think anything of it. Too many people think
that this could never happen to them, that’s not
true. Homelessness can happen to anyone, half
the people that are without a home probably
thought they would never become homeless
either.
People who are homeless sometimes get
stereotyped as “druggies” or “a person that
is too lazy to get a job”. Yes, addiction, poor
choices and lack of initiative can cause some
to become homeless, but others also have very
low paying jobs, limited income, lack of education, a family breakup, a death in the family,
or disasters in which their home is destroyed.
Some also have physical and mental illnesses,
but no place to go.
675,000 people are homeless on any given
night in this country. On any given year, 2.5 to
3 million people will experience homelessness.
Do you just drive by homeless people not
paying any attention to them being there? I
know it’s not our duty to give homeless people
money or food or something to help them
but what if that was you? Think about it, if
you were homeless and you had to stand on a
street corner with embarrassment on your face,
would you want people to help you out?
There’s always ways you can help. One
is by giving them food. While money could
be supporting an addiction, food will keep
them alive. A burger off the dollar menu is
not expensive, and it will feed someone that
is hungry. In larger cities, some people do
this to help people down on their luck because
they know that a donation won’t go toward
something like drugs or alcohol. We wouldn’t
advise doing this on your own. Have an adult

with your you.
Another way is to simply smile, or say hi.
It may not seem like much, but it’s better than
ignoring them or pretending you didn’t see
them. Their pride is taken away when they
have to beg for money or thought of as less
than human. Showing that they are people is
another important step.
People can also volunteer at a homeless
shelter or soup kitchen. These places are free
for homeless people to come in and get a good
meal. It also gives a warm place to stay in the
winter, or a cool place in the summer for the
people without homes.
Many people deal with homelessness and
there’s tons of ways to help. I think we should
all give it a try. Remember the motto: “You
are only as good as the love you have for other
people”.

Student Profile

Senior Obergon
achieves Eagle Scout
By Cassie Hanson
Staff Writer
Central senior Christopher C. Obergon
achieved the Eagle Scout Rank, which is
the highest rank in Boy Scouts of America.
Obregon has been in Boy Scouts for many
years and on January 13, 2010, Chris had his
board of review where he was given the rank
of Eagle Scout.
Only two percent of boys that join scouting
achieve the rank. On April 3rd, 2010, Chris
had his Court of Honor and received his Eagle
Scout Award.
To achieve this award, a scout has to earn
various merit badges, show leadership in
the troops and the community, do a project.
Obregon’s community project was to refurbish
the Children’s Playground at Saint Michaels
Church Campground, which is located by
Lake Sarah, around Erskine, Minnesota.
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Rabies scare causes Circle of Friends

human society to go through PR nightmare
Natasha Stadstad
Student Writer
Welcome to the Circle of Friends Humane
Society, a place where stray, neglected and
lonely pets are able to live and be taken care of
until a new and happy home takes them in. Recently many of their dogs had to be put down
because of a rabies scare. They are open noon
to 6pm on Monday through Saturday, Sundays
they are closed.
The Circle of Friends Humane Society is
located on 4375 N Washington St Grand Forks
ND 58203. Their mission exactly states, “To
shelter and care for lost and unwanted animals,
to place them into humane environments, and
to implement programs which increase everyone’s awareness of their responsibilities to all
animals.”
Since they don’t get
in much money volunteers are a big part of
helping out. You must
be over 18 to be able to
go yourself, if you’re
12 through 17 you
must have a parent and
guardian with you and
they must complete the
orientation with you as
well. There are about
11 different positions
for volunteering. The
Pet Socialization Assistant, are the ones
that do dog walking,
grooming, petting, and holding the animals,
so that they aren’t afraid of humans and are
use to human contact more. The Educational
Assistant, assists the Educational Director with
presentation of educational programs that teach
pet ownership, and responsibility, to local
groups and schools. The Lawn Maintenance
Assistant of course assists staff with the upkeep of the grounds of the facility. The Building Maintenance Assistant assists with general
upkeep of inside the facility. Some others are
kennel cleaning assistant, grant research assistant, clerical assistant, foster parents, community events assistant, adoption counselor, and
animal care attendant. To become a volunteer
you can find more information on http://www.
gfpets.com/volunteer.htm# or call Mary Yaeger, the Volunteer Coordinator, 701-775-3732,
or email her mairyaeger@yahoo.com.
The Humane Society also has a lot of
servies, there are about 12 different servies
available by the Humane Society. The adoption program, adoption counseling, humane

education/pet behavior & training/resource
library, pet loss support group, volunteer
opportunities, lost & found, spay/neuter
assistance, emergency medical assistance,
microchips & IDTags, pet cove gift gallery,
live trap/pet carrier loans, and the newsletter
(“Paw Prints”). The Pet Cove & Gift Gallery
is where you can get some basic supplies for
your newly adopted pet. There are beds, toys,
treats, collars and leashes. All purchases go
towards the Circle of Friends Humane Society.
The “Paw Prints” newsletter presents issues of
importance towards pet owners and provides a
look at the Humane Society’s activities.
Part of the Humane Society’s mission is
education. Without educating people who want
to adopt new animals, they’re pretty much
helpless in taking care of an animal who has
possibly been abused and neglected. Educating them will eliminate problems with pet
owner ignorance, pet behavior issues community misconceptions, and legal issues that
relate to neglect/abuse. There are Humane
Education Lesson Plans, which are more for
middle school or elementary teachers if they
have a lesson during the day for teaching about
caring for animals. The National Association
for Humane and Environmental Education
(NAHEE) has reviews of childrens’ books and
movies with humane themes, and a “research
and evaluation” section with results from
surveys and studies on humane education. Also
a shopping cart of humane education materials. Others are some sites that are just for kids,
Kids and Dogs, Humane Teen, KIND News.
There are also a couple of lesson plans for kids
available on the Humane Society site.
Recently I went to the Humane Society and
looked at all the animals that were there. Even
though they just had many dogs put down
because of the rabies, about 20 to 30 dogs were
put down, but being there didn’t scare me at
all. Some of my family had came along with
and were scared that if they touched the dogs
they’d get rabies or the dog would bite them.
There were still a lot of dogs there too. Some
inside, and a couple were out in the new dog
park that the Humane Society put in. They had
a lot of cats as well, then the smaller animals
only two bunnies and a guinea pig were there.
They still do need a lot of help, and could
always use nice homes to take in many of the
animals. A lot of the animals were really happy
to see people coming in and petting them.
Some were really excited and others were
calm, either way, it was really sad having to
leave cause they all wanted us to stay.
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Entertainment
Classic Video Games

Super Metroid still rocks
By Juli Ruud
Staff writer
On April 18, 1994, a game directed
by Yoshio Sakamoto was released on the
SNES. Although there were poor sales in
Japan, and average sales in North America, the game is now considered one of
the greatest games of all time. Electronic
Gaming Monthly named it the best game
of all time in 2003, and in the same year
was ranked 3rd greatest game of all time
by IGN. This game is Super Metroid.
The game starts with the only voice
acted line in the game: “The last Metroid
is in captivity. The galaxy is at peace.”
Samus, the lead character, then retells
the events of the last game, which Super
Metroid is a direct sequel of. The game
then immediately jumps into action. Starting off in a wrecked space laboratory, you
face off against the toughest boss in the
game, Ridley, mere minutes after you start
– thankfully it’s not a real boss battle. As
Ridley flees with the last Metroid, you’re
treated to the Metroid series defining
feature. A timed escape up a seemingly
endless upwards tunnel.
The rest of the game takes place on
planet Zebes, where you are completely
alone in battling the alien forces led
by Mother Brain. Fighting enemy after
enemy, you find powerups after each boss,
and in hidden areas in order to advance.
The land is divided into five distinct areas,
each having a boss and mini-boss.
Although some may think it sounds
a bit generic, it’s not. Super Metroid
has literally set the standard for what an
adventure/platforming game should be.
Director Sakamoto has refined the original
Metroid formula and ideas and created a
masterpiece.
The gameplay is fluid, each jump and
crouch able to be pulled off flawlessly.
You’re able to shoot in literally any 2-D
direction, while running and fighting off
smaller enemies. The map and terrain is
where the game truly shines. Since the
first game, Metroid has been known for
having a ton of powerups – the majority
of them hard to reach or completely hid-

den. You could spend hours just exploring
Zebes trying to get 100% completion.
But the game truly shines through
its soundtrack. The music is absolutely
mindblowing, especially for a game on
the SNES. The tracks are each distinct
and memorable, every one composed with
care and beautifully written. Composer
Kenji Yamamoto truly shows his talent
off in this game. From the lush, earthy
Brinstar, to the fiery, magma filled Norfair,
to underwater Maridia, each track conveys
the feel of the area perfectly. The two
best tracks by far are the songs playing in
the Red Brinstar area and Ridley’s boss
theme.
Though the game is filled with secrets
and tons of things to explore, it can be
completed in only a few hours. In fact, the
best ending is only attainable if you’ve
beaten the game in under 3 hours. But
this is another charming aspect of the
game. Unlike modern games, boasting 80
hours of gameplay, you can put in Super
Metroid and beat it in one sitting. Instant
gratification. If you want to play longer,
it only takes a few minutes of exploring
rooms and looking for hidden areas to
take up hours of your time.
Super Metroid suffered from poor
sales, largely because other popular games
such as Donkey Kong Country and the
Playstation were released in the same year.
But the reviews speak for themselves.
When it came out, not a single review was
under a 9 out of 10. And ask anyone who’s
played it, it’s a truly enjoyable gaming
experience.
Don’t have a SNES and the skills to
get a copy? Super Metroid is available
through the Wii’s Virtual Console, so if
you don’t have it already, get it immediately. Super Metroid is a gaming masterpiece everyone should own, or at least
beat once.
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Sparks fly in The Last Song Reliant K gaining popularity
By Megan Shallman
Staff Writer
The movie The Last Song came out
March 31, 2010. It was based on the novel
by Nicholas Sparks, with director Julie
Anne Robinson. The movie begins when
seventeen-year-old Ronnie who is sent by
her mom to visit her dad on Tybee Island for
the summer. Her parents had been divorced
for about three years and she hadn’t spoken
to her father since. When she gets there she
alienates herself from her family, but as the
summer goes on she meets Will. Will brings
out the best in her and teaches her to love
and forgive.
It is an unforgettable story about first
love and the relationship between parents
and child. Miley Cyrus played the role
of Ronnie Miller and Will Blakelee was
played by Liam Hemsworth. Both the actors are very talented and did a great job as
the characters. Nicholas Sparks wrote the
script knowing that Miley would be playing
the main character Ronnie and he thought
she would be perfect. But, Miley was still
criticized by the magazines and almost
everyone in the movie world for her acting.
The movie made over 20 million dollars the
first day it came out.
I thought the movie was really good and
well made. I went two times and the second
time I went with about 10 friends. Three of
them were bawling by the end. So, if you

don’t enjoy sad movies like The Notebook.
A Walk to Remember, or Dear John, then
you won’t like this movie, but if you do
then you will love it. Of course the movie
had depressing parts, but it was altogether
happy, but what else would you expect
from a movie based on a novel by Nicholas
Sparks.

By Ted Helgeson
Staff Writer
Canton, Ohio’s Relient K formed in 1998
and joined the parade of Christian punk-pop
artists like MxPx, Ghoti Hook, Slick Shoes,
and lots more with their self-titled 2000 debut. Dc Talk guitarist Mark Townsend made
their first record, and the band consisted
of vocalist/guitarist/pianist Matt Thiessen,
guitarist Matthew Hoopes, bassist Brian
Pittman, and drummer Stephen Cushman.
David Douglas joined up in place of Cushman by the year's end. Their second album,
The Anatomy of the Tongue in Cheek, sold
300,000 copies and their success continued
to shape when they played nearly 200 shows
around North America before the year was
done.
A third full-length album called, Two
Lefts Don’t Make a
Right… But Three Do,
showed up as number
38 on the Billboard’s
Top 200 album chart
when it came out in
the spring of 2003. The
band didn’t wait to record a fourth album
either. MMHMM, produced by the lead
singer Thiessen, dc Talk’s Townsend, and
mixed by Tom Lord-Alge, was released in
November 2004. MMHMM sold over 51,00
copies in the first week, hitting number 15
on the Top 200 and number one for Christian
Albums. Eventually it went gold, Relient K’s
third consecutive album to do so. The band’s

mainstream crossover was in full swing with
songs like “Be My Escape” and “Who I Am
Hates Who I’ve Been” that did an excellent
job on modern rock radio and MTV.
After MMHMM’s release Brian Pittman
left the group, and John Warne filled in on
bass for when they were on tour, becoming
a permanent member in 2005. Eventually
Relient K added Jonathan Schneck as a third
guitar player that year, moving them up to
quintet status. With Relient K touring constantly supporting MMHMM, the Apathetic
Ep tour followed in November 2005 as a
treat for fans as the band prepared for their
next album. Five Score and Seven Years Ago
(their fifth album in seven years) was largely
produced by Howard Benson and released in
March 2007.
True to form, Relient K went out to go
on a full round of tours across the nation,
including spring shows with Mae and Sherwood, before releasing the Christmas-themed
album Let It snow Baby… Let it Reindeer
later that fall. In October, David Douglas declared he was leaving Relient K to dedicate
himself full-time to his side project Gypsy
Parade. The band replaced him with Ethan
Luck in early 2008, which would accompany
the group during its appearances in that
year’s Warped Tour. During July the group
released the B-side album The Bird and the
Bee Sides, which was packaged with The
Nashville Tennis EP tour. Relient K released
their most recent album in 2009 titled Forget
and Not Slow Down.

Yearbook Reminders
Today (April 30) is the last day to pre-order a 2009-2010 GFC Yearbook.
Why? Because no extras will be ordered, so only people that pre-order
books are guareented to get one when the arrive in the fall.
The cost is $50 and they can be ordered through Marsha in the main office.
2008-2009 extra books can also be purchased in the main office at the cost
of $30 and 2007-2008 yearbooks are $20.
Senior pictures and baby pictures are do by Monday, May 3rd.

Check out our school ending specials!

Check the list outside Mr. Berglund’s room #22, to see if yours is in.
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Digital Electronics’ class mixes math, science, computers and fun
By Samantha Praus
Editor-in-Chief
Whether it’s your radio blaring on a Friday
night, flipping through channels on the TV,
“facebooking” on the computer, or even using
wireless and controllers to play your favorite
Martian battle games, we all use devices to
improve our quality of life. With the new age
of technology constantly improving and new
upgrades available everyday, we often forget
what makes these advances possible. The credit
often lies in the hands of various engineers and
technicians, careers with opportunities that have
enormous potential today.
Here at Central, Digital Electronics is a class
taught by Mr. Jeff Compton that seeks to promote students to become interested in various
fields of technology. The class includes using
binary numbers to control digital components,
Boolean expressions, understanding control
systems, robotics, logic, as well as the science
of the effectiveness of different materials. It’s
a perfect outlet for those who are interested in
learning the fundamental building blocks of
computers, but don’t forget you also get to mess
around with electronic cars and fly a remote
control helicopter too.
For those who find math and science intimidating, this is an easier way to improve your
skills without simply reading through chapters
and testing.
“The math and science can be difficult, but
once you understand it, it’s easy because you
apply it right away. You learn it and create
things with what you just learned.” Said senior
Matt Soper, “The funnest part of the class
has been messing with new technology, trying
things you’ve never done before, oh and flying
the helicopter.”
Joseph Booth, another senior in the class
agrees, “ The long equations look difficult, but
the Boolean expressions simplify everything.

Senior Matt Soper showing off his electric car.

Joe Booth demonstrating the continuity
tester.

Tyler Zielski showing the journalism class
how to fly the helicopter.
This has all helped me to understand how
computers work and made me want to work in
this field [computer engineering]. I’d recommend the class, you learn quite a lot, it really
helps you learn programs and circuits if you’re
curious.”
In the classroom, students get to create their
own circuit boards as they learn about each aspect of the chip itself. As they build each piece,
they test the electrical pulse with a continuity
tester to make sure the signals are working
properly. The students put these skills to work
as they create their own little robots, such as
a mini drawbridge made by Soper, or small
electric cars.
At times the classroom can look like what I
imagine the radio shack employees break room
must be like, but beyond tinkering with all the
electronics, Mr. Compton hopes students use
their talents and interests to seek careers in this
growing field.
“I hope students take many things from this
class. Mainly we’re promoting engineering,
It’d be nice if students went into some form of
technology, become better problem solvers and
are able to identify how digital components
work while bringing in other curriculums into
this class.” said Compton, “The skills they work
with now are used every day and bring fun into
what they’re learning. We’d also hope there’s
a push for nontraditional types of course selections, we’d like females to try and pursue these
fields- job markets are wide open for them.”

Shawn O’Conner

Shannon Eckren
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DECA prepares students for
future careers in marketing
By Jasmine Eppelsheimer
Staff Writer
This year Centrals DECA and Marketing classes stayed very busy and as always,
involved with the student body in a number
of ways. Whether it’s winning prizes at the
Grand Central Station, getting black Friday
discounts, or finding the DECA diamond, Mrs.
Clark’s marketing students continuously learn
and participate in all aspects of the business
and marketing world.
Adding to this list of activities, this year
students put on fashion shows to show Central
apparel, deliver valentines day flowers and
balloons for Central students who ordered
them, and host breakfast at Applebee’s to get
the community involved with all the fundraising that takes place throughout the school
year.
A number of marketing students take part
in DECA (Distributive Education Clubs of
America) each year more than 90,000 DECA
students across the country compete in local,
state, and national competitions. Central’s
very own DECA had a successful, weekend in
Minot March 14-16. Centrals seniors in DECA
were outstanding this year; David Sayler and
Sean Cano placed third in sports and entertainment, Larissa Knutson and Jenni Bernier
placed fourth in Hospitality Research Written
Event. Jenni Bernier a four-year DECA and
Marketing member also won a hard earned
$1,000 Quest Foundation Scholarship.
Younger classmen Jordyn Hjedles and Taylor

Lund placed fourth as a team in the Hospitality Service event.
Seniors Tyler Borst and Sean Cano put
their presentation skills and business knowledge to the fullest in Minot and rightfully
received the Gold Level Certification for the
Grand Central Station, and will be leaving
with Mrs., Clark Friday April 23, 2010 to the
National Conference in Louisville, Kentucky.
Besides preparing for meets and the State
Conference, these Marketing students take
pride in helping our community and other
people. They collected over 200 pairs of shoes
for the people of Haiti, and locally teamed up
with Taco John’s to raise winter apparel for
those in need.
This year was busy and full of exciting
events that any of my Centralian readers and
Central students can be a part of if they join
a marketing class. These different levels of
marketing classes all offer students a chance
to meet other people, travel across the state,
and stay involved at school in a positive way.
Next time your buying your central apparel
remember not only are you buying clothes
from a gold certified store, but remember how
hard Mrs. Clark’s students work to provide a
nice clean store for you. If your curious about
joining a marketing class, and following in
the footsteps of this years seniors, I know they
wouldn’t mind answering questions and sharing their experiences of marketing and DECA
with you.

State DECA winners

Rose and Balloon Sales

School Store Managers
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Golfers loaded with experience Boys track team has good balance
By Matt Neal
Staff Writer
Boys’ Golf season is now under way.
Recently, on April 19th at Kings Walk Golf
Course for the Kings Walk Invitational, Central
placed 4th.
“Some of our key returnees are Justin
Moody, Ty Kennedy, Danny Ray, Jeremy
O’Keefe, Jeremy Zahradka, Drew Jaeger,
Michael Severson, and Jared Sorlien,” said
head coach SueAnn Tannahil, “Some of our
top newcomer are Donavan Gault, Brad Miller,
Justin Stadstad, Jason Kuntz, and Ricky Phillips.”
Coach Tannahil believes that the team’s
main strength is experience. “Some main
things we have to improve on is consistency
and our club selection. As a team, our main
goal is to win EDC and be a top contender at
state.”
“Our strength for our team is that every
player has the ability to go low on any given
day,” said senior Jeremy Zahradka. “I expect

the team to be more consistent. My main goal
for the end of the season is for the team to
win state.”
“Our strength is that Danny Ray, Jeremy
O’Keefe, and I have been playing varsity
golf for a combined 16 years with Danny and
Jeremy playing for 5 years and me playing
for 6, so we have a lot of experience.” said
Justin Moody.
“Ty Kennedy is a top 10 player in the
state, also. We need to improve on scoring
and keeping in consistent. My main goal for
the end of the season is for the team to win
state and individually getting all state and
contending for state.”
Moody also added that Coach Tannahil is
the best golf coach in the state.
With several of the team members being
on the Central hockey team that won a state
championship this season, they are hungry
for more success this spring.

By Ted Helgeson
Staff Writer
The boys’ track season is off to a
great start with some key returners like
Ger Schmidt with Hurdles, Paul Shafer
and Tom Fisher running distance, Ciaran
White, Casey Ford, and Grant Parks doing sprints, Alex Mcdonald and Brandon
Zahradka throwing, Marshall Deem pole
vaulting, and Mike Torrey running middle
distance.
Though the team has a big number of
key returners, there are also some top
newcomers such as Carrington Adams
running sprints, Justin Gerszewski running distance, Jon Carlson throwing, and
Josh Satterfield doing jumps.
When asked what the team’s strengths
were Coach Allen replied, “The distance
runners are currently leading the team

with points, but the sprinters are also
adding a lot of points.” Team captain Ger
Schmidt said, “Our team has depth in
all areas and also we have a very good
distance group.”
Coach Allen said the team needs to
improve on their long, triple and high
jumps and have them contribute more to
the team points in each meet.
Schmidt answered, “We just need to
keep on working hard, and working on
getting faster.
The team also had group goals that
they wanted to fulfill. Coach Allen’s team
goal is to finish in the top 3 at conference
and place in the top 5 at the state meet.
Schmidt’s goal is similar; he would like
to get all the relays to state and place 5th
overall as a team there.
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Knights have depth Girls’ tennis team
on the diamond
beginning to bloom
By Jack Rockwell
Staff Writer
The GFC Baseball season is officially in
full swing.
“We almost have our whole team back
again this year so we have a lot of experience” said Brady Johnson, one of the top
returning baseball players.
Senior David Nelson said some of the
strengths of the team are that they get along
great and always have a good time. The
main goal of the team is to finish around the
top of the EDC and get into the state tournament, according to junior Casey Purpur.
Some of the top newcomers this year are,
Tyler Haug, Nick Moe and Steven Holtz.
“We have good depth in our pitching, at
the plate and in the field” said Coach Mike
McNamara.
The first official Central baseball game
was played on April 6 against Devils Lake.
Central hopes to challenge Fargo South,
Fargo North and other contenders for the
East Region title.

Softball team hopes to
challenge for Region title
By Tiera Schultz
Staff Writer
The Central softball season just started
this month with practices and games.
Some of the key-returning players
according to coach Christie are Megan
Hepper, Brittany Norton, Brittany Nelson,
Larissa Knutson, and Michaela Johnson.
Some of the strengths are they only lost
one senior from last year. So there’s a lot
of experience coming back to the team.
The main goal coach Christie has for
these teams are to push Red River for the
Regional title.
Some of the things the team needs to
improve on according to Brittany Norton
is to be more of a team and go in the game
with confidence. Emily Olafson also said
some strengths are their batting, and that
they improved on their fielding, also some
things they need to improve on is communication on and off the field. Both Brittany
and Emily think this year will be a good
year for the team, and they hope you will
come and support the team.

By Hannah Manske
Staff Writer
The Central girls’ tennis teams has
started practicing and is getting ready for
their first meet against Fargo North on
April 22th. In order to get off to a good
start, Coach Tanner Beauchman said,
“We need to work on consistency. We
are capable of playing some really good
tennis, but we need to work on playing at
that level on a consistent basis.”
The girls’ tennis team has struggled
in the past, but their main goal for this
season is to stay competitive in the EDC.
The teams’ top newcomer this year
is 8th grader Maddie Comeau. “Maddie
should see some varsity time this season,”
said Coach Beauchman. Sarah Hervey
said, “She’s only an 8th grader, but she’s
amazing.”
The team may be young, but still has
varsity experience. “We have a bunch of
girls that played last year that are playing
again and we have a couple new girls for
this season,” said Severson. “Although
we are young, we have lots of varsity
experience,” said Coach Beauchman.
One thing that seemed to be a theme
with the team is working on consistency.
“Our team needs to be more consistent
and get better on our serves,” said Jadeyn
Koppang.
“Being more consistent and being
more welcome/open to trying new things.
Serving will also be huge,” said Tiffany
Severson.
Coach Beauchman said, “We also
need to work on our play at the net. If we
hope to be successful in doubles we are
going to have to improve our volleys and
get more aggressive at the net.” Koppang
said, “Our team goal is to be more confident and work on our serves.”
Being a young team with lots of
varsity experience will be a key strength
for this season. Severson said. “We bond
really well.”
Koppang added, “Our team gets along
very well and we support and encourage
each other.”
The team wants you to come out and
watch their matches. They need your
support. “We need more people to come
watch our matches, so come support us,”
said Hervey. “Come cheer us on and
come watch our matches.” said Severson.
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Girls’ tracksters look for young runners to emerge
By Justin Gerzewski
Staff Writer
With the indoor season finished already; and
the outdoor season a couple meets in, the Girls
Track and Field team are looking forward to
the rest of the year. Although only two outdoor
meets have been competed in, the girl’s team has
shown that it can be competitive both individually and as a team. Even though they are able to
compete at a higher level they don’t have much
depth. With only a few girls to an event it may be
hard for them to score in every event. However
what they lack in depth they make up for with
talent.
Coach Polries said, “With the young team we
have this year, and the number of athletes we
have that are new to track and field, we will see
improvement throughout the year.”
This could be a good sign for the team as
they are already competitive. Another key factor
for the girl’s team is the fact that many of the
key returners have already competed at the state
meet. Jennifer Erickson, Jessica Lindsay, Alicia
Smith, Jaclyn Sand, Hanna Brown, Sydney Lund
and Kayla Simpson all competed at state last year
either individually or in relays. Jessica Lindsay
who may be the number one returner, placed 5th

in the 800m run and qualified in several other
relays.
Qualifying for state this year is a common
goal among many of the girls, whether it be by
time or by place at the EDC meet. EDC which
will take place on May 22nd in Wahpeton; is the
last meet for many girls, and for others it’s just a
final meet before state. At this meet the girls will
be peaked in an effort to give them any edge they
can have on their competition. In order to qualify
for state they either have to place top six at the
EDC meet, or run, jump, or throw better then the
state-qualifying standard.
“Individually I would like to keep improving, and go to state at the end of the year.” Said
Jessica Lindsay
With plenty of home meets and duals this year
the team would like to see a little support from
their fans. Although two meets have already occurred here, there are three more meets to come
and watch.
“There is no better way to enjoy a sunny
spring afternoon than to come out to Cushman
and watch your school mates compete.” said
Polries, “They put in a lot of time and effort, and
they would like the fan support.”
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James leads All-Star cast of NBA
free agents this summer
By Isaac Hale
Staff Writer
For the NBA, the summer of 2010 could
arguably be considered the biggest summer in
free agency history.
Star players such as Joe Johnson, LeBron
James, Dirk Nowitzki, Yao Ming, Dwyane
Wade, Amare Stoudemire, Chris Bosh, Carlos
Boozer, and Paul Pierce will all become
unrestricted free agents, meaning they will
be able to sign with a team of their choosing
without losing anything. That’s a pretty loaded
list of players, and that doesn’t even count the
restricted free agents.
Perhaps the biggest story of the summer
is that of LeBron James, last year’s MVP,
hitting the open market and possibly leaving
Cleveland. Right now the Cavs are desperately
trying to make sure that doesn’t happen, and
the only way they can do that is by showing
him that he can win NBA championships in
Cleveland. If they win it all this year, there
would be proof, but if they don’t, rumors of his
moving this summer will become much more
frequent.
There has been a lot of speculation that
James is headed to the New York Knicks. He
has said before that New York is his favorite
city. Also, he’s often seen wearing a New York
Yankees hat, if that’s any indicator at all.
Up to this point, the Knicks have done everything possible to prepare for LeBron. They
have spent a lot of energy clearing salary space
in order to be ready to pay James the contract
he believes he deserves. They also feel that if
they can get another star player to come to the
Knicks, a contract might attract LeBron even
more. The Knicks currently have ten players
on a list of this summer’s free agents, which is
second only to the Miami Heat, who have 12.
Whether LeBron leaves Cleveland or not
may depend on the Knicks’ ability to sign another star player, such as Dwyane Wade, Chris
Bosh, or Joe Johnson. In the past there was a
lot of talk about LeBron playing with Bosh,
who is currently in his last year with the Toronto Raptors. For some reason, people switched
their attention from Bosh to Dwyane Wade as
the player who James might play with. Wade
is usually right with James in terms of statistics
just about every year, and LeBron has said that
he wouldn’t mind playing with him. Right
now, Wade is averaging about 27 points and 7
assists per game.
However, over the last couple of months,
there have been rumors that Joe Johnson of the
Atlanta Hawks might be headed to New York.

Lebron James
Lebron James: AP Photo/Charles Cherney
http://sports.espn.go.com/nba/players/photo?photoId=594306&
playerId=1966

Johnson has been the best player on the Hawks
for a few years now and is one of the best
shooting guards in the league. Johnson is a
big shooting guard at 6’7”, 240 pounds, and he
scores a lot of points considering the fact that
his team is loaded with guys that can score. He
could easily be someone that LeBron would
want to play alongside.
It’s very likely that James and Wade will
be among the last to sign new contracts this
summer. They’ll be in no rush and will probably wait to see where other players go before
making their decisions. But no matter what
happens, this summer will be very interesting.

Dwayne Wade
Iamde Source: http://www.vancouverbasketball.ca/blog/wp-content/
uploads/2010/02/dwyane-wade.p1.jpg
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Outdoor baseball for the Twins in right on Target
By Isaac Hale
Staff Writer
I recently had the opportunity to go to a
Twins game in their new stadium, Target Field.
It was awesome!
The first thing that jumped out to me when
I got there was how big the stadium was. After
we parked, it took me about twenty minutes
to get to my seat, which was at the very top of
the nosebleed section. And even though I was
about as far away as I could possibly be from
the field and still be in the stadium, I was able
to see everything perfectly.
I had been to a Twins game in the Metrodome before, but this was totally different. I’m
big on outdoor stadiums, and Target Field is
easily the best one I’ve ever been to. The atmosphere was amazing. I really think fans get
more energized about their team when they’re
sitting outside instead of in some artificially
air-conditioned dome or arena. When I went
to the Metrodome a couple of years ago, the
roars of the crowd paled in comparison to what
I heard at Target Field.
In the game I recently went to, the Twins

Target Field Image Source: Wayne Kryduba/Getty Images
http://search.espn.go.com/target-field/photo/8

were playing the Kansas City Royals, a notoriously bad team that is in the same division as
the Twins. But surprisingly, it turned out to be
a great game, and the Twins won 6-5. I must
say that I went into the game with high expectations, and I was very satisfied with every
aspect of the experience. If you get the chance
to go to Target Field for a game, I strongly
recommend going.
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Eczema affects teens, Tips to ace a job interview
not just infants
By Kayla Simpson
Staff writer
Most people get rashes and they go away.
Eczema is a form of dermatitis or inflammation of the skin. Dryness and recurring skin
rashes that can have these symptoms: redness,
swelling, itching and dryness, crusting, flaking, blistering, cracking, oozing, or bleeding.
I myself have eczema and many people
don’t know what it is. Many are worried if it’s
contagious but its not. I was born with eczema
and some men or women get later in their life.
You can take medication, steroid crème,
and cortisone shots. There is no known cure
for eczema; therefore, treatments aim to control the symptoms by reducing inflammation
and relieving itching. Some people switch
foods or lotions to try to help. They can also
use herbal remedies.
The thing is that when you have eczema
you most likely have other problems too such
as asthma and allergies. You are very sensitive
to your environment. Their different types and
levels of eczema, they are all treated the same
way.
There is Atopic eczema has a hereditary
component and often runs in families whose
members also have asthma. Contact dermatitis is allergic and irritant. That means you get
rashes anyways but you also get rashes when
certain things touch your skin.

An example of my eczema
Xerotic eczema is dry skin that becomes
so grave it turns into eczema. Seborrhoeic
dermatitis is a condition sometimes classified
as a form of eczema that is closely related to
dandruff. These are the main types but there
are tons more.
The levels are kind of like the pain scale
when you go see a doctor. The severity is
what determines your level. Some only
get small rashes and some get patches and
patches of them that bleed and which can lead
to infections.
So if you have any more questions about
eczema, you can always research it. Try the
site: http://www.webmd.com/allergies/guide/
eczema.

Celiac disease becoming more common
By Tiera Schultz
Staff Writer
The digestive disease called Celiac is found
in 2 million people or 1 in 133 people, and
among people who have a sibling or parent
that have Celiac it’s 1 in 22 people. In females
Celiac disease is more common.
Celiac disease is a digestive disease that
damages the small intestine and disrupts the
absorption of nutrients from food. People who
have celiac disease cannot tolerate gluten,
which is a protein found in wheat, rye, and barley products. Gluten is found mainly in foods
but may also be found in everyday products.
People with celiac disease eat foods or use
products containing gluten, their immune
system responds by damaging or destroying
villi. Villi are tiny and fingerlike projections
that line the small intestine. Villi normally
allow nutrients from foods to be absorbed

through the walls of the small intestine into the
bloodstream. Without healthy villi, a person
becomes malnourished, no matter how much
food the person eats.
Some of the symptoms of Celiac are unexplained iron-deficiency anemia fatigue, bone or
joint pain, arthritis, bone loss or osteoporosis,
depression or anxiety, tingling numbness in
the hands and feet, seizures, missed menstrual
periods, infertility or recurrent miscarriage,
canker sores inside the mouth, an itchy skin
rash.
Some other heath problems people with
Celiac have are type 1 diabetes, autoimmune
thyroid disease, autoimmune liver disease, and
rheumatoid arthritis.
Ways you can find out you have this disease
are intestinal biopsy, blood test, and/or screening. I found all this information at http://digestive.niddk.nih.gov/ddiseases/pubs/celiac/

By Mckenzie Thiery
Staff Writer
You just got an interview for a job
you’ve always wanted, when you realize
you’ve never been on an interview before. Now what? A successful interview
is a necessity if you want the job offer.
Here are few tips to help you ace that
interview.
Step 1: Dress to impress. Many
companies have toned down the formal
dress of recent years, but it is still recommended that you dress up for an interview. Men should at least wear a tie, and
women should wear a skirt or matching
suit with pants and a dressy shirt.
Step 2: Tone down accessories. Accessories include nose rings, eyebrow
piercings, and tattoos. If you have them,
you should hide them or remove them for
the interview. While they may be okay
to wear on the job eventually, depending
upon your occupation, they are not the
right message to leave an interviewer.
Wear minimal make up for the interview.
Step 3: Study The Company. Most
companies will expect you to know
something about them before you walk in
their door. Your competitors for the job
will make you look uninformed if they
have done their homework and you have
not.
Step 4: Speak Articulately. Practice
with either a family member or a friend
when you’re preparing for an interview. Answer questions thoroughly and
thoughtfully. Try not to talk too much or
go off on long tangents that may get you
into trouble, by revealing undesirable
facts. Don't interrupt, but answer their
questions fully.
Step 5: Plan for Typical Questions.
Many interviews use standard interview
texts to develop a list of questions. They
include things like, where do you see
yourself in five years and what did you
want to be when you were a child or what
makes you the best candidate for this
job. Be prepared for questions like these.
The other common approach is to ask
you to tell the interviewer about yourself.
You need to memorize a brief sales pitch
encompassing your education and experience.

Step 6: Know Yourself. When you
have a chance to practice with a friend or
a family member, be sure to ask them to
give you constructive feedback. Listen
and learn. Practice and insight from others will help you avoid these pitfalls. If
you become momentarily stumped by a
question, take a deep breath, smile and
ask for a moment to think. If you still
cannot find the answer in your head, go
back to it later. And it is okay to say you
don't know the answer. Honesty it may
earn you a few points.
Step 7: Be on Time. Get there on time
or even a bit early. Speak clearly. Talk in
completed sentences. Make sure that you
are clean and groomed - hair, nails, make
up, shoes - and that your clothes are neat
and professional. Have a list of professional references.
Step 8: The Absolute Don'ts - Don't
include salary information on your resume or any application for employment.
Don't chew gum or put anything in your
mouth. If you are extremely nervous,
you can accept water if offered during
the interview, but nothing else. Don't
interrupt him when he's talking. Don't
show too much skin or use any profanity
during the interview. Don't use perfume
or aftershave.
Step 9: Send a Thank You After the
Interview. Sending a "thank you" letter
to each of the people you meet with is
by far the best way to reinforce a good
interview or elevate you above those with
similar backgrounds who did not send a
note. This is not an email. This needs to
be an actual letter mailed to the person
and the sooner after the interview the
better.
Step 10: Get Feedback From the Interviewer. It is upsetting when you apply for
a job and do not get selected, make the
effort to find out specifically why another
candidate was chosen instead and listen
carefully to the feedback you are given.
If you can learn from this experience, it
would still be worth the effort.
If you didn’t’ find this information
helpful or you would like to have more
tips on how to ace an interview you can
go to http://www.soyouwanna.com/site/
syws/aceinterview/aceinterview.html.
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FBLA members win several awards at State Conference
By Hannah Manske
Staff Writer
Members of the Grand Forks Central future
Business Leaders of America (FBLA) chapter attended the ND FBLA State Leadership
Conference in Fargo, March 29th —March 31st.
Over fifty FBLA chapters from across the state
participated in the state conference, where approximately 1,200 students had the opportunity
to test their business skills against other students
from around the state.
Central had students competing in many
events and many taking home awards. They
came back from the ND FBLA State Conference with 9 national qualifiers. They are Hailey
Adams who took 1st place in Electronic Career
Portfolio and 3rd in Word Processing II, Justin
Barth who took 1st place in Cyber Security and
3rd place in Computer Problem Solving, Donny
Blue who took 2nd in Introduction to Technology Concepts, Punn Ajjimaporn who took 1st in
Computer Applications, Jaquella Reed who took
2nd in Computer Applications, Erika Schumm
who took 2nd in Word Processing II, Courtney

Phelps who took 3rd in Spreadsheet Applications,
Matt Hillestad who took 2nd in Spreadsheet
Applications, and Brandon Metzen who took 1st
in Spreadsheet Applications. The alternates are
Sami Boulduc who took 4th in Word Processing
II, Kevin Zeng who took 4th in Business Math,
and Haley Carpenter.
Students have the opportunity to test the business skills they’ve learned in the classroom in a
variety of individual, team, and chapter events.
Students can enter events such as accounting,
computer applications, public speaking, job interview, website development, or business plans. In
addition to the competitive events program, students had the opportunity to attend workshops,
business tours, and college tours.
FBLA is a professional organization for
students interested in pursuing business careers.
This year’s theme of “Your Ticket to the Future,”
reflects the goals of FBLA members. Its mission
is to bring business and education together in a
positive working relationship through leadership
and career development programs.
Pictured at right: Seniors in FBLA and their
advisers, Mrs. Anderson and Mrs. Sandbeck.

FBLA

